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Tammy Munson - Re: House Island Demo permit


Hi Tammy,


Thank you for checking into this. Our permit request is to do the following:


1. Remove all interior trim around windows, doors and base


2. Remove all plaster or drywall from walls exposing framing


3. Remove wall paneling where it exists


4. Remove all plaster or drywall from ceilings exposing joists


5. Remove all interior doors.


6. Remove all plumbing


7. Remove all electric wiring


8. Remove windows and prep for the new windows


9. One interior wall (non structural) removed opening up 1 room on the first floor


If you have any questions, please let me know


Lynn


On Tue, Oct 21, 2014 at 3:43 PM, Tammy Munson <TMM@portlandmaine.gov> wrote:


The permit has been entered and is in the queue. There are no plans attached with the permit but I really

don't need them at this point. Can you give me a bulleted list in an email of all of the wok you would like

covered in this permit so I can add it to the application packet? I know what your plans are but I need it in

writing for the permit. Thanks.


>>> Lynn DuBois <dubois.lynn@gmail.com> 10/21/2014 9:54 AM >>>


Here is a pdf of the payment. I came in on the 16th


this was an application to demo the interior only, non-structural for building #2.


I included a map that identifies the building #'s which is how we will always reference them.


Thanks, Lynn


On Tue, Oct 21, 2014 at 9:37 AM, Tammy Munson <TMM@portlandmaine.gov> wrote:


What day did you submit it?


>>> Lynn DuBois <dubois.lynn@gmail.com> 10/21/2014 9:33 AM >>>


From: Lynn DuBois <dubois.lynn@gmail.com>

To: Tammy Munson <TMM@portlandmaine.gov>

Date: 10/21/2014 6:14 PM

Subject: Re: House Island Demo permit
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We put on the permit, house island north. We didn't think there was an official address


On Tue, Oct 21, 2014 at 9:12 AM, Tammy Munson <TMM@portlandmaine.gov> wrote:


Do you know what the address is that the permit is under?


>>> Lynn DuBois <dubois.lynn@gmail.com> 10/20/2014 9:04 AM >>>


Good Morning Tammy,


As we discussed when I stopped in last week, I'm checking in this morning on the status


of the interior only, demo permit for the renovations to the buildings on House Island.


We have a crew ready to go, please let us know if we are all set, or if there is anything

else needed. Deb Andrews and Rob Wiener were on site last Wednesday October 15 to


sign off on exterior features.


Mike Richman (Architect) and I will have the full building permit submitted this week.


Thank you.


Lynn DuBois


860-604-1357


Notice: Under Maine law, documents - including e-mails - in the possession of public officials or city

employees about government business may be classified as public records. There are very few

exceptions. As a result, please be advised that what is written in an e-mail could be released to the

public and/or the media if requested.


--

Lynn DuBois, Owner

Lifestyle Designs
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